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does a decrease in prices cause an increase in demand? A.Consumers

buy fewer goods when prices are low. B.Producers make fewer goods

when prices are low. C.Producers make more goods when prices are

high. D.Consumers buy more goods when prices are low. 33、（

同31题）What do business firms look at when they make decisions

about price s and production? A.The supply curve. B.The demand

curve. C.The equilibrium point. D.All of the above. 34、（同31题

）Why will consumers and producers agree on the equilibrium

price? A.It will help them both equally. B.It is the only price for the

goods. C.It is the lowest price. D.All of the goods will be sold. 35、

（同31题）When will producers have a surplus of goods? A.When

supply equals demand. B.When there is more supply than demand.

C.When there is more demand than supply. D.When they sell all of

their goods. 37、（同31题）According to the traditional

***nomists, the ***nomic d_______ was the result of the problem

with supply and demand. 38、（同31题）The traditional solution

to the ***nomic depression was to make both the p________of

goods and workers’ wages lower. 39、（同31题）According to

Keynes, the I_______of the quantity of goods will not result in the

decrease of price. 40、（同31题）Keynes’ solution to ***nomic

depression is that g should play more part in ***nomy. A.seems

B.Happens C.Likes D./ 42、同41题 A.Pleasant B.exact



C.Satisfactory D./ 43、同41题 A.Before B.at C.For D.during 44、

同41题 A.Stated B.put C.Offered D./ 45、同41题 A.Out B.through

C.Across D.along 46、同41题 A.On B.In C.For D.forth 47、同41

题 A.Halt B.decrease C.Withdraw D.overcome 48、同41题 A.In

B.Of C.For D.to 49、同41题 A.Objective B.Necessary C.Important

D./ 50、同41题 A.By B.With C.Under D./ 51、同41题 A.Awful

B.reluctant C.Advanced D./ 52、同41题 A.About B.with C.Except

for D./ 53、同41题 A.Because B.Since C.As D.Though 54、同41题

A.At B.To C.In D.for 55、同41题 A.In B.On C.Around D.across 56

、同41题 A.Find B.invent C.Use D./ 57、同41题 A.Surgery

B.emergency C.Temporary D./ 58、同41题 A.Out B.up C.Down

D.back 59、同41题 A.Approve B.approve of C.Carry out D./ 60、

同41题 A.With B.to C.By D.on 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考
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